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Rice said the timeline for rolling out metrics across categories will depend on the Consortium -- which
estimates that of those metrics are scheduled to be completed this year and another next year. While this
initiative focused on one supplier and one product, the success of the EDLTC t-shirt sends an essential
message: high-quality, more sustainable products are part of the Walmart everyday low price promise. This
ranking may mean a shift to different suppliers in some cases. Suppliers then respond to the surveys for the
specific product categories they supply, each covering up to 15 issues that TSC has deemed critical. KPIs are
also used at different levels. Rice, Walmart's director of sustainability, talked about the necessity of having
that kind of framework, and of developing a systematic approach to supply chain sustainability -- and
especially the importance of metrics -- during a panel at the Sustainable Brands conference in San Diego. We
use the data from the surveys to identify key social and environmental hot spots and to set an agenda as we
work with our suppliers to drive continuous improvement. Finally, the survey data is integrated into
decision-making tools throughout the business. Unsubscribe anytime. It's also made sustainability a part of
every buyer's evaluation, but is still working on integrating this assessment: "There will be rewards for buyers
who focus on increasing sustainable sourcing, but I can't say more now," Rice told the event attendees.
Actionable - Most importantly, KPIs need to help you take action to improve. In , Walmart will have a
scorecard for all its buyers aimed at helping them decide where to source products and how to improve their
sustainability. The Consortium is developing a standardized framework for the communication of
sustainability-related information throughout the product value chain. The supply chain hotspots and
improvement opportunities are then summarized in a category sustainability profile. Thanks for subscribing.
The Sustainability Index, which is not proprietary to Walmart but open for use by any company, serves as a
tool to improve the products its customers favor, integrate sustainability into the business, increase product
quality, find supply chain efficiency and drive the productivity loop by reducing costs. The surveys paint a
picture of the sustainability challenges down to the category level for all kinds of items, from tomatoes to toys.
And LL Bean might track number of purchases per customer. The cotton used is traceable to the Mississippi
Delta in the U. Most of Walmart's suppliers have reacted positively, Rice said, especially since it's shifted
methods from the long, detailed questionnaires of the past that collected item-level information, but which
resulted in a daunting and time-consuming task for its suppliers. Timely - To be useful, you need access to real
time KPI results. They need to help you understand what needs to be done to make a difference. Intradeco
reuses 30 percent of the water used during the manufacturing process, and the t-shirt is manufactured using
nearly 50 percent renewable energy. Additional details can be found on our corporate Sustainability site. For
example, the marketing department might be focused on percentage of returns or the number of social media
posts each week, while shipping might measure speed of packing and percent of on-time deliveries. In the
meantime, start building your store with a free day trial of Shopify. Walmart uses the data from the surveys to
identify key social and environmental hot spots and to set an agenda as we work with our suppliers to drive
continuous improvement. Next, key performance indicators KPIs are developed in the form of survey
questions that are used to measure sustainability performance for a particular product category. How Many is
Too Many? Padma Nagappan Wednesday, June 6, - am Whenever Walmart takes on a project, it creates
ripples -- if not tidal waves -- throughout every industry it touches.


